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1.

REGISTER
1.1.

Who can register on BayDay, and how to do that ?
Anyone can register on BayDay, as long as you’re at least 16.
To register, clic on on the “Login” button, top right, then “Sign up”, and follow instructions.

2.

CONTENTS
2.1.

What are « Pearls » ?
Pearls are virtual money for BayDay. You’ll spend Pearls to buy comics and other services. To get
pearls, you need to log in then go on this page : https://bayday.com/user/recharge

2.2.

How do I get comics ?
On BayDay, some comics are free while others have a price (with a number of Pearls required to get
them)
No worries : we’ll remind you every time if a comics is free or not before you buy it, and a popup
window will help you confirm it, so you won’t be able to buy some by mistakes.

2.3.

Are there adult comics ?
Not for now.
Every content çon BayDay have an age rating. It goes from « everybody » to « 16+ ». For now, we don’t
allow « 18+ » contents on BayDay.

2.4.

Can I lose my comics when their author leaves BayDay ?
When you buy a comics, it’s stored in your library forever. If an author leaves BayDay, then you won’t
be able to buy their comics anymore… however, the ones you’ve already bought are still yours, and
you’ll be able to continue read them.

3.

FUTURE DEVELOPPEMENT
3.1.

Is there a BayDay App?
Not yet, but we plan to have one.

3.2.

Will you put advertising on BayDay?
Not much. Only as a playview to help support authors when they give you their comics as free access.
Otherwise, we’ll keep BayDay advertising free.

3.3.

How can I follow BayDay’s développement?
We’ve just created a BayDay blog ! Our team member will post the many développement of the
platform and what will happen on the future. If you really want to follow our développement, that’s
definitely where you need to go : https://www.bayday.blog

4.

GDPR
4.1.

What will you use my personal data for ?
It’ll help us improve our algorithms to make a better experience for browsing and reading, and also
increase how you can find authors. Otherwise, we keep your personal data safe.

4.2.

Will you sell my data?

Nope. Never. We don’t share personnal data outside of BayDay.

